A Floyd’s fury

SEVEN years after Pink Floyd star David Gilmour sold his Maida Vale home for £3.6 million — and then promptly gave the money away — he is frustrated that no other rockers have followed his example.

The father of eight, who gave the money to homeless charity Crisis, tells me at a party at the Victoria & Albert Museum: ‘You only have to look at the list of extremely rich performers who could easily follow my example. I am not naming names, but it is easy to guess the people I mean. I did hope to set a trend and I’m disappointed that it hasn’t happened.’

Happily, the move did not create too much of a dent in Gilmour’s finances, nor sour his taste for property. He has just bought a £3 million townhouse in Brighton which used to belong to Chris Eubank’s estranged wife Karron as an investment for his children.